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Abstract 
This article is based on the application of heuristic algorithms to 

solve the optimum solution for a VLSI circuit. The idea is to find 

the optimum layout for a 2-to-1 multiplexer with minimal 

average power. The objective function is the average power of 

2:1 MUX with four MOSFETs with different channel widths. 

They make a four dimensional space which is searched by search 

agents of algorithm. Motivated by the convergence of Invasive 

Weeds Optimization (IWO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the 

link of MATLAB with HSPICE Software the optimized layout of 

2:1 MUX is obtained. Based on IWO, Fuzzy-IWO, GA, Fuzzy-

GA algorithms the best resulting of MUX layout in Static NMOS 

Logic in 0.18µm Technology with supply voltage of 5v has the 

average power consumption of 3.6 nW with Fuzzy-IWO. 

Keywords: Minimal Average Power, Multiplexer, Invasive 

Weeds Optimization (IWO), Fuzzy-IWO, GA, Fuzzy-GA. 

1. Introduction 

The Multiplexers ("MUX") are switching circuits that 

switch or route signals from input to output path. They are 

combinational circuits that are memory less as there is no 

signal feedback path [1]. This article describes the 

heuristic algorithms of  Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) 

which is firstly proposed by A. R. Mehrabian, C. Lucas [2],  

Fuzzy-IWO which is defined in this article, GA that its 

performance is tested over layout problems [3], and Fuzzy-

GA which is defined for this study. This article employs all 

of them to find the optimum layout with the most 

appropriate channel widths in 2:1 MUX circuit with 

minimal average power of consumption. 

 

2. Multiplexer in Static NMOS Logic  

The logic style is the way how the logic function is 

constructed from a set of transistors. The logic style 

influences the speed, size, power dissipation, and wiring 

complexity of a circuit. The advantage of pass-transistor 

logic style in comparison with CMOS logic style is that 

one pass-transistor network (either NMOS or PMOS) is 

sufficient to perform the logic operation [4, 5]. There are 

several pass-transistor logic styles such as NMOS pass-

transistor logic, double pass-transistor logic (DPL), CMOS 

transmission gate, LEAN integrated pass gate logic (LEAP) 

and pass transistor logic (PTL) that are considered to 

implement 2-to-1 multiplexer [6,7,8]. The static NMOS 

logic multiplexer is the optimum device level design which 

has characteristics of high speed with minimum power 

compared with the other styles [9]. The Multiplexer in 

static NMOS pass-transistor logic uses two NMOS 

transistors as pass transistors that select input signals (x or 

y) to propagate to output (f). The symbol of 2:1 MUX is 

shown in figure 1, also its transistor design level is shown 

in figure 2. The 2:1 MUX with just two pass-transistors 

without any inverter is not used for this article since it has 

only two variables of channel widths W1 and W2. Since 

the search space for heuristic algorithms is better to be  big 

enough otherwise the convergence will occur too soon and 

the search space of decision variables will not effectively 

searched. The threshold voltage of both NMOS pass-

transistors in figure 2 should be identical for accurate 

operation [9]. Also the equation 1 shows that the threshold 

voltage (Vt) does not depend on channel widths (W) [10] 

therefore the heuristic algorithms can be employed to 

search several different channel widths in a 4-dimensional 
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search space to find the best solution [W1 W2 W3 W4] 

without any problem. 
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Fig. 1  The Graphical Symbol of 2:1 Multiplexer 
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Fig. 2  NMOS pass-transistor logic in 2:1 Multiplexer 
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3. Heuristic Algorithms: IWO and GA 

Nowadays computers are used to solve incredibly complex 

problems. Usually heuristic algorithms are developed to 

have low time complexity and applied to the complex 

problems. The heuristic algorithms suggest some 

approximations to the solutions of optimization problems. 

In optimization problems the objective is to find the 

optimal of all possible solutions, that minimize or 

maximize the objective function. In this article it is 

minimization kind. The objective function is one used to 

evaluate a quality of the generated solution. The collection 

of all possible solutions for a given problem can be 

regarded as a search space, and the optimization algorithm 

is referred as search algorithm [11]. 

 

3.1 The Heuristic Algorithm of Invasive Weed 

Optimization (IWO) 

 

IWO is an ecologically inspired stochastic optimization 

algorithm which has shown successful results for global 

optimization [12]. There has been several articles for the 

application of IWO in electrical engineering and their 

conclusion was about the acceptable performance of 

IWO[13]. This algorithm is inspired by the growth of 

weeds. Weeds are plants that their growth is the significant 

threat to crop plants. They are so sustained and adapt to the 

changing environment. So based on characteristics of 

weeds and simulation their characteristics a powerful 

algorithm of IWO can be achieved [14].  Invasive weeds 

grow in an area globally and they can not be removed or 

controlled by human. The more energy the farmers spend 

to destroy them, the better or more they become, so the 

invasive weeds always win. The reasons for this claim are 

that a) after thousand years of farming there is still invasive 

weeds. b) they have existence even after the application of 

herbicides for them c) the appearance of new species of 

weeds is widely on earth d) they adapt to the environment. 

The treat of invasive weeds in occupying the territories and 

establish colonies is respectively as following steps:  

1) create opportunities for spaces of pruning system. 2) 

weed infestations in areas of significant opportunity to 

establish colonies and occupied space. 3) create various 

plants in order to exploit the opportunities to exploit the 

spaces (biodiversity of weeds). In a simulation of the 

behavior of weeds there are some steps: Step I ) the spread 

of seeds in the desired space where they can change to 

weeds and the creation of initial population occurs which is 

random and it is shown in a flowchart in figure 3. Step II )  

Each member of weeds can has offspring and produce 

seeds around it based on its merit or cost function value. 

The more merit weeds are the more offspring occurs 

around them. The process of offspring in step II is shown 

in figure 4. The number of seeds that are produced around 

each weed is limited to the range of [Smin  Smax]. And 

Smax shows the maximum number of seeds that have 

offspring around the weed which has the least cost value. 

Whatever the merit of the weed is more the more seed 

around it will be produced and this relation is linear which 

is illustrated in figure 4. The number of seeds which are 

produced around each weed is based on the equation 2. 

Start

Creat initial 

random 

population

VarSize=4,

VarMin=0.2,

VarMax=2,

Non-recurring

No

Yes

Give this valid population (channel 

widths) to Cost Function(HSPICE) to 

evaluate the cost(Average Power)

Number of 

Initial 

Population 

No=2

Yes

No

Step I

 

Fig. 3  Step I: Creation of initial random population 
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Fig. 4  Step II: The process of offspring 
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      Seedi is the number of produced seeds around weedi . As 

the number of  seeds does not have any decimal point, the 

operator of "Round" is used in relation 2. Smin is the 

minimum  number of seeds that can be produced around 

each weed. In contrast with that, Smax is the maximum 

number of seeds around each weed. Nweed is the initial 

population of weeds. ranki is the rank of weedi . If the rank 

is the highest, ("ranki = 1") the numerator and denominator 

can be simplified and finally Seedi = Smax also if 

ranki=Nweed then Seedi = Smin. When the cost value of 

weedi is the highest value then the minimum number of 

seeds will be created around it. These IWO parameters are 

set as Smin =1 and Smax=10. When Smin = 1 then there is 

a chance for a bad weed with high cost value to have 

offspring to be in better position and cost while if Smin is 

set to 0 then  no seed will be spread around a bad weed 

with high cost function value. The amount of standard 

deviation (SD) in each iteration of IWO algorithm is 

updated. The SD of seeds around each weed becomes 

lower when reach to the end of algorithm while it is high at 

the first of algorithm. The produced seeds in search space 

will be spread around weeds with normal distribution with 

zero mean and a variance. The standard deviation is 

changed in each iteration of algorithm and it will start from 

initial standard deviation (δinitial) and decrease to the final 

standard deviation (δfinal) in the range of [δinitial=0.3 , 

δfinal=0.001] , this change is non-linear and based on 

equation 3.  
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δIteri is the standard deviation of i iteration since the SD is 

updated in each iteration. MaxIt is the maximum number 

of iteration. Iteri is the i iteration. The next parameter is n 

which is nonlinear coefficient. modulation index in this 

article is set to 3 ("n=3") which is common in algorithms. 

The SD decreases with increasing iteration. This concept is 

the same as the statement of update standard deviation in 

pseudo code in Box 1. The concept of standard deviation is 

graphically shown in circles with decreasing radius in 

figure 5. Step III) Another process in IWO is competitive 

removal which is referred in pseudo code in Box 1. The 

predetermined amount of weeds Pmax is determined at the 

first of the algorithm. If the number of weeds and seeds 

become more than it then the removal is done based on 

merit. The population is sorted based on objective function 

of average power in this article. Those who have lower 

average power will move to the next generation and the 

others will be removed from the population. In fact, the 

layouts will be sorted based on their average power and 

P max number of layouts will be selected and others with 

higher average power will be deleted in this article. The 

three steps (Step I, II, and III) all are shown in a flowchart 

in figure 6. The step III is inspired by this fact that growing 

and existence of weeds depends on their desirability. 

 

iteration

Standard Deviation (SD, δ)

Radius SD

Step III

 

Fig. 5  Step III: The decreasing of standard deviation with increasing 

iteration 

The pseudo code of Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) is 

shown in Box 1 also the flowchart of IWO is illustrated in 

figure 6. 

 
Box 1. IWO Pseudo-Code in this Article 

 
- Set the IWO parameters VarMin=0.2, VarMax=2, nVar=4, 

MaxIt=10, Nweed=2, Pmax=4, Smin=1, Smax=10, n=3, δinitial=0.3, 

δfinal=0.001 

- Do while population < Nweed   

   Create initial random population based on (VarMin, VarMax, 

VarSize) 

   Call Objective Function and save the cost function for each 

population 

- End Do 

   Sort the population based on their cost function 

  - Do While iteration number (it) < Maximum Iteration (MaxIt) 

      - Production of seeds with normal distribution with 

mean=position and the SD which is updated in each 

iteration around each weed based on the cost function and 

update the SD for each weed and check the range of 

variable [VarMin , VarMax] 

      - Sort the solutions based on their objective functions and      

        remove the extra individuals more than Pmax (Competitive  

        Removal) 

      - Save the results (BestCost) 

  - End Do 

- Plot Results 
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Fig. 6  The flowchart of IWO algorithm (Step I, II, and III) 

The search agents in IWO are named weeds, as in Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) they are chromosomes. The problem 

which is defined in IWO is the optimization of layout in 

2:1 multiplexer with minimal average power which is 

illustrated in figure 7. The average power of a 2:1 

multiplexer in NMOS static logic in technology 0.18µm 

(L=0.18) is calculated by HSPICE in each iteration of 

algorithm. The objective function pseudo code is in Box 2. 
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HSPICE as

fitness evaluator 

links to MATLAB
IWO,

Fuzzy-IWO

Heuristic 

Algorithms
Results

Optimum 

Layout

 with the lowest

Average Power 

after Maximum 

Iterations
GA, 

Fuzzy-GA

 Fig. 7  The link between MATLAB and HSPICE for the optimization of 

Layout in  2:1 MUX with minimal average power 

 

Box 2. The Pseudo-Code of Objective Function which is 

defined in this Article for IWO and GA Algorithms 

 
- Open the input netlist file ('C3.sp')   

- Seek the MOSFETs and save their channel widths as positions  

   ("Individual.Positions") for IWO main program 

- Run HSPICE as a fitness evaluator with input Netlist File 

('C3.sp') 

- Read data from output file ('C3.lis') 

- Seek the average power ('avgpower') from the output file 

('C3.lis') and save it for IWO main program 
 

In this article the number of MOSFETs is 4 so the number 

of decision variables in MATLAB is 4 (nVar=4). Also 

IWO algorithm is continuous kind thus each solution is 

continuous. The results (W1 …W4) are continuous values 

between VarMin=0.2µm and VarMax=2µm.  About  IWO  

parameters , after some implementations of algorithm in 

MATLAB, the non-practical result of figure 8 is obtained 

while Nweed=50, Pmax=100, and MaxIt=25. Because the 

number of variables is very low (nVar=4), the search space 

is so small and there is no need to set the high values for 

IWO parameters.  With the above values the cost function 

of average power converges to 0 which is not practical for 

an electronic circuit. After that, again, the parameters of  

IWO are set as Nweed = 2, Pmax = 4, MaxIt = 10 and 

figure 9 is obtained. It is recommended that the maximum 

number of weed population, Pmax, is defined as twice the 

initial population Nweed [14]. 

 

 Fig. 8  Non-practical result of average power by setting high values for 

IWO parameters : Nweed=50, Pmax=100, Maxit=25 
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 Fig. 9  The practical result of average power by setting lower values for 

IWO parameters : Nweed=2, Pmax=4, Maxit=10, the Average Power 

result based on IWO is 1.8*e-8 watt in green color,  and it is 2.63*e-7 

watt based on GA in red color 

The best solutions of  variables for IWO and GA algorithm 

are respectively shown  in table 1 and  2. 

Table 1: The Best Solutions (Channel Widths) based on IWO Algorithm 

W1 W2 W3 W4 

1.804673
48507489 

0.46345533
5930802 

0.4445454
72046924 

0.8365723
96678707 

 

Table 2: The Best Solutions (Channel Widths) based on GA Algorithm 

W1 W2 W3 W4 

0.200000

00000000

0 

0.94614057

0007595 

1.2113924

9682907 

1.5751227

4128552 

 

3.2 Fuzzy-IWO 

In 3.1 part, based on equation 3, the standard deviation, 

SD decreases with increasing the iteration and the search 

step becomes so fine. Now if a local solution occurs at the 

end of the algorithm when the search step is fine and SD is 

low the algorithm of IWO will focus on a solution with 

high cost function value. So it is better that the control of 

parameter Sigma, SD becomes fuzzy. This means that the 

amount of Sigma would better to be dependent on the 

number of iteration and cost function. At the first of search 

when the iteration is low and cost function is high, sigma 

should be big enough, and at the end of search that the 

iteration is high and the cost function value is high then the 

parameter of sigma should be high to increase the diversity 

of search and increment the search step. The fuzzy rules 

for Fuzzy-IWO are shown in table 3. The Fuzzy Inference 

System (FIS) used for IWO is shown in figure 10. The type 

of membership function which is used for all FIS variables 

(itnormalized, BestCostnormalized, and Sigma) is trapmf. 

The normalization of variables is done based on relation 4 

and 5. 

 

Table 3: The Fuzzy Rules in Fuzzy-IWO 

If Then 

Itnormalized is High and 

BestCostnormalized is High 

Sigma is High 

Itnormalized is High and 

BestCostnormalized is Low 

Sigma is Low 

Itnormalized is Low and 

BestCostnormalized is High 

Sigma is High 

Itnormalized is Medium and 

BestCostnormalized is Medium 

Sigma is Medium 

 (4)    MaxItitMaxIt
MaxIt

it
edItnormaliz ...1:,10==

 
(5)     

MaxItitMaxIt
itWorstCost

itBestCostitWorstCost
rmalizedBestCostno ...1:,10

)(

)(-)(
==

 

The normalization is done to convert the values of iteration 

and best cost between zero and one. The FIS system works 

parallel with IWO algorithm is shown in figure 10. 

Fuzzy Inference System

(FIS)

Invasive Weeds 

Optimization (IWO)

BestCostnormalized

Itnormalized

(δ)

BestSol.Position (W1...W4 in Layout)

BestSol.Cost (Average Power)

Fitness Evaluator

(HSPICE)

Sigma

 
Fig. 10  The Fuzzy Inference System used in this article for Fuzzy-IWO 

 

Also the pseudo code for fuzzy-IWO is shown in Box 3. 

 

Box 3. Fuzzy-IWO Pseudo-Code in this Article 

 
- Set the IWO parameters VarMin=0.2, VarMax=2, nVar=4, 

MaxIt=10, Nweed=2, Pmax=4, Smin=1, Smax=10, n=3, δ=0.3 

- Do while population < Nweed   

- Create initial random population based on (VarMin, VarMax, 

VarSize) 

- Call Objective Function and save the cost function for each 

population 

- End Do 

  - Sort the population based on their cost function 

  - Do While iteration number (it) < Maximum Iteration (MaxIt) 

      -Production of seeds with normal distribution with 

mean=position and the SD ('δ') is determined based on 

fuzzy rules and spreading them around each weed based on 

the cost function within [VarMin , VarMax] 

      -Sort the solutions based on their objective functions and       

        remove the extra individuals more than Pmax (Competitive  

        Removal) 

      -Normalization of variables : itnormalized = it / Maxit, and 

BestCostnormalized = [ WorstCost(it) - BestCost(it) ] / 

WorstCost(it) 

      -Read Fuzzy Inference System File and Fuzzy Rules  

        (Fuzzy_IWO_FIS.fis) 

      -Save the results (BestCost) 

  - End Do 

- Plot Results 
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3.3 GA Algorithm 

 

Genetic Algorithm has been used to optimize electronics 

applications such as combinational circuits at the gate level 

in several papers [15,16]. In this article the goal is the 

optimization at the layout level in VLSI circuit of 2:1 

MUX. In Genetic Algorithm the search agents are the 

chromosomes while they are defined as weeds in IWO in 

previous part. In GA the best chromosomes have the best 

objective function. Based on pseudo in Box 4 the program 

worked and the least average power which obtained by GA 

was compared in figure 9 with  IWO result.  

 

Box 4. GA Pseudo-Code in this Article 

 
-Define the problem of Multiplexer 2:1, Cost 

Function=Objective Function ("in Box1"), nVar=4, VarMin=0.2, 

VarMax=2, MaxIt=10, nPop=4 (Population Size) , pc=0.8 

(Crossover Percentage), pm=0.3 (Mutation Percentage) 

- Generate Initial Population, Evaluate, Sort, and place them in 

the Best Solutions 

   - Do While iteration number (it) < Maximum Iteration (MaxIt) 

      -  Calculate Selection Probabilities 

      -  Select Parents indices and apply crossover and evaluate off  

         springs, in Crossover Operator 

      -  Select Parents indices and apply mutation and evaluate       

         Mutant, in Mutation Operator 

      -  Create Merged Population, sort population 

      -  Update and store the best solution and Cost that ever found 

   End Do 

Plot Results 

 

3.4 Fuzzy-GA Algorithm 

 

The fuzzy inference system which is used with Genetic 

Algorithm is shown in figure 11. The pseudo code for 

Fuzzy-GA is shown in Box 5.  
 

Fuzzy Inference 

System

(FIS)

Genetic 

Algorithm (GA)

BestCostnormalized

Itnormalized

BestSol.Cost (Average Power)

Fitness Evaluator

(HSPICE)

pm

pc

nPop
BestSol.Position (W1...W4 in Layout)

 

Fig. 11  The Fuzzy Inference System in this article for Fuzzy-GA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: The Fuzzy Rules in Fuzzy-GA 

If Then 

Itnormalized is High and 

BestCostnormalized is High 

pm is High and pc is Low 

and nPop is High 

Itnormalized is High and 

BestCostnormalized is Low 

pm is Low and pc is High 

and nPop is Low 

Itnormalized is Low and 

BestCostnormalized is High 

pm is High and pc is 

Medium and nPop is High 

Itnormalized is Medium and 

BestCostnormalized is Medium 

All pm, pc, and nPop are 

Medium 

 

Box 5. Fuzzy-GA Pseudo-Code in this article 

 
- Define the problem of Multiplexer 2:1, Cost 

Function=Objective Function ("in Box1"), nVar=4, VarMin=0.2, 

VarMax=2, MaxIt=10, nPop=4 (Population Size) , pc=0.8 

(Crossover Percentage), pm=0.3 (Mutation Percentage) 

- Generate Initial Population, Evaluate, Sort, and place them in 

the Best Solutions 

  - Do While iteration number (it) < Maximum Iteration (MaxIt) 

      -  Calculate Selection Probabilities 

      -  Select Parents indices and apply crossover and evaluate off  

         springs, in Crossover Operator 

      -  Select Parents indices and apply mutation and evaluate       

         Mutant, in Mutation Operator 

      -  Create Merged Population, sort population 

      -  Update the best solution and the worst solution that ever     

         found and Store Best Cost and Worst Cost 

      -  Normalization of variables : itnormalized = it / MaxIt, and  

         BestCostnormalized = [ WorstCost - BestCost(it) ] /            

         WorstCost 

      -  Read Fuzzy Inference System File and Fuzzy Rules             

         (Fuzzy_GA_FIS.fis) 

      -  Save the results (BestCost) 

  - End Do 

      - Plot Results 
 

The optimum control of mutation percentage (“pm”), 

crossover percentage (“pc”), and the number of population 

(“nPop”) is done in Fuzzy-GA. The Fuzzy-GA rules are 

illustrated in table 4.     
By implementation of Fuzzy-GA the best average power 

converges to 5.21*10 
-7 

watt while with Fuzzy-IWO the 

best average power is 3.6*10
-9

 watt which is much better 

than Fuzzy-GA. The best average power based on both 

Fuzzy-GA and Fuzzy-IWO are illustrated in figure 12. 
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Fig. 12  The best average power based on Fuzzy-IWO is 3.6*e-9 watt in 

green color and it is 5.21*e-7 watt based on Fuzzy-GA in red color  

The Positions of the best solutions in Fuzzy-IWO are 

shown in table 5. Also the best solutions by Fuzzy-GA are 

shown in table 6 finally the comparison is in the next part. 

Table 5: The Best Solutions ('BestSol.Position') or (channel widths)  

based on Fuzzy-IWO  

W1 W2 W3 W4 

0.200000

00000000

0 

0.94614057

0007595 

1.2113924

9682907 

1.5751227

4128552 

 

Table 6: The Best Solutions (Channel Widths) based on Fuzzy-GA 

W1 W2 W3 W4 

0.219542

9318496

31 

0.4251715

87415530 

1.612277

04853422 

0.253744

32945932

7  

4. Conclusions 

By implementation of heuristic algorithms such as IWO, 

Fuzzy-IWO, GA, Fuzzy-GA the optimum 2-to-1 

multiplexer is obtained. The best layout consumes only 

3nW based on Fuzzy-IWO. The comparisons are 

illustrated in table 7 and figure 13. Also the fuzzy-GA and 

fuzzy-IWO showed the better results since the fuzzy rules 

has increased the performance of algorithm and finally the 

most optimum 2:1 MUX in NMOS logic with 2 pass-

transistors and one inverter in technology L=0.18µm and 

VDD=5v is found in search space of four independent 

variables W1 W2 W3 W4 . The least average power 

consumption is obtained by Fuzzy-IWO. 

 

Table 7: The comparison of average power (Best Solutions.Cost)  

Heuristic Algorithms The best fitness value or 

 the lowest average power which is obtained 

IWO 18  nW 

Fuzzy-IWO 3  nW 

GA 263  nW 

Fuzzy-GA 15.6 nW 
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Fig. 13 The Comparison of the best average powers (the least objective 

functions) for IWO, Fuzzy-IWO, GA, and Fuzzy-GA. 
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